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Abstract
Endometriosis is a condition that primarily affects women of reproductive age since the intestinal tract is the most commonly affected extra-genital site. Its clinical presentation varies, but since it rarely presents together with intestinal obstruction, it is difficult to differentiate from malignancy prior to surgery. Colorectal complications can mimic or coexist with different chronic gastrointestinal diseases thus hindering diagnosis. We report the case of a 48-year-old patient with box intestinal obstruction secondary to endometriosis in the sigmoid colon. In addition, we present a literature review of intestinal endometriosis with emphasis on differential diagnosis and the involvement of bacterial infections in the etiology and reactivation of endometriosis.
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INTRODUCTION
Endometriosis (EMT) is defined as a chronic inflammatory condition characterized by the presence of endometrial glands and stroma outside the uterus (1). Its discovery is controversial, John Sampson is commonly considered to have made the first pathophysiology description, but his work would not have been possible without the contribution of Thomas Cullen (2). EMT is an estrogen dependent condition, commonly associated with chronic pelvic pain and infertility. It affects between 6% and 10% of reproductive age women, but its prevalence increases to between 30% and 50% in infertile women (1). It commonly manifests in the peritoneum, ovaries, rectovaginal septum, pulmonary system, central nervous system, skin and striated muscles (3, 4).

The intestinal tract is the most commonly affected extra genital area (3, 5). Prevalence varies from 5.3% to 12% (4, 6, 785 patients (5.4%). The average age at presentation is 39 years (5). The most frequent location is the rectosigmoid (71%), followed by the appendix (19%), terminal ileum (6.7%), cecum (5.5%) and the transverse colon (0.5%) (3, 4, 6-8).

When the intestines are involved, the main symptom is abdominal pain that worsens during the menstrual period (3, 7-9). 85 patients (5.4%) Other symptoms include changes in intestinal habits, cyclical rectal bleeding, dyschezia, rectal tenesmus, abdominal distension, diarrhea, recurrent constipation and, occasionally, partial or complete intestinal obstruction and palpable abdominal masses (6, 885 patients (5.4%).

We present the case of a patient, and we review the literature. The patient was admitted to our institution with an intestinal obstruction due to endometriosis in the sigmoid colon.

CLINICAL CASE
A 48 year old woman entered the intensive care unit at the Fundadores Clinic in Bogota. She had been suffering from...
Persistently decreased caliber of her feces, diffuse posterior abdominal pain, vomiting and abdominal distension for 10 days. Her medical history included dysmenorrhea, uterine fibroids, iron deficiency anemia and left urolithiasis. A month and a half before admission to our clinic, she had been hospitalized for 12 days with E. coli pyelonephritis which had been treated with meropenem. After treatment, she developed colitis secondary to c. difficile and was treated with metronidazole, but without improvement. She was switched to oral vancomycin for 10 days. This resolved the clinical presentation. While hospitalized the second time, a colonoscopy was performed. It found a sigmoid stenosis located 28cm from the rectum that could not be removed. Biopsies taken from that site showed no alterations. A double contrast enema with was performed, but it was not possible to visualize the whole colon. A complete abdominal CAT scan with contrast showed sigmoid thickening (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. CAT scan of the contrasted abdomen shows segmental thickening of the sigmoid colon walls and myoma in the uterus.](image)

With a diagnosis of stenosis and partial intestinal obstruction, laparoscopic en-bloc resection of the sigmoid colon and a Hartmann colostomy were performed. The surgery uncovered an inflammatory process and fibrosis in the pelvis. Consequently, the gynecologist performed a hysterectomy and a bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy. The results from pathology were, “...endometriosis in the sigmoid colon. The muscularis is infiltrated by stroma and endometrial glands, and there is edema and vascular congestion in the mucosa. Tumor processes were not identified. The ovaries and left fallopian tube have endometriosis.”

**Intestinal Obstruction Resulting from Endometriosis**

Intestinal obstruction secondary to EMT is an infrequent pathology, occurring in less than 1% of all cases (10). In a study with 163 patients with intestinal EMT, ten patients presented partial intestinal obstructions (11). In most cases, obstruction was not initially diagnosed but was discovered in the pathology results. Intestinal obstruction may occur in patients with intestinal EMT who may concurrently present colonic neoplasia (12). In a study with 16 cases of intestinal obstruction due to endometriosis, microscopic findings showed a greater concentration of glands and stroma in the serosa and the external muscular layers when the ileum was compromised while obstructions in the sigmoid have greater implications for the inner circular muscle and the submucosa (13).

Intestinal EMT manifests as superficial or profound lesions. The most frequently affected intestinal layer is the serosa, followed by the muscularis propria (12, 14). The superficial lesions endanger the serosa and are generally the size of the head of a pin and surrounded by scarce fibrotic tissue (5). The deepest lesions endanger the muscularis propria or even the submucosa and mucosa in patients with gastrointestinal symptoms (4, 15). This involvement produces secondary fibrosis which provokes thickening of the wall and decreases the intestinal lumen. When endometrial lesions affect the rectum and/or sigmoid colon beyond the internal muscular layer and more than 40% of the circumference of these organs is compromised, the recommendation is segmented intestinal resection (16).

Endometriosis affected the sigmoid muscular layer in the case described above.

**Differential Diagnosis**

Colorectal EMT can imitate or coexist with various other gastrointestinal diseases such as Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis, ischemic colitis, diverticulitis, irritable bowel syndrome, and even colon and rectum tumors when intraluminal endometriomas are present. This can complicate diagnosis which can lead to aggressive surgical treatment associated with high morbidity and mortality (6, 17, 18) and evaluated them for a variety of gross and histologic changes. Cases with preneoplastic or neoplastic changes were excluded specifically because they were the subject of a previous
study. The patients ranged in age from 28 to 56 years (mean age, 44 years). In a case and control study of 5,540 women with endometriosis, there was a higher probability of being diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome among women with endometriosis than among women in the control group (OR 3.5 CI 95%, 3.1–3.9). There was also a higher probability of being treated for inflammatory pelvic disease before (OR 5.9 CI 95%, 5.1–6.9) and after (OR 3.8 CI 95%, 3.1–4.6) being diagnosed with endometriosis (19). In another study of 7,025 women with endometriosis, 65% were misdiagnosed with another condition and 46% were seen by five doctors or more before the diagnosis (20). When the ileum is compromised, the differential diagnosis must check for Crohn’s disease, since both diseases may produce inflammation, hardening, thickening and stenosis in the small intestine (21). A study of a cohort of 37,661 women with endometriosis showed a 50% increase in the risk of inflammatory intestinal disease. This risk persisted after 20 years of monitoring (21).

EMT is usually a benign disease, yet it is estimated that 1% of the cases are associated with cancer, especially when both conditions are present in the ovary. This mainly affects postmenopausal woman (21). The frequency of endometriosis and cancer in the sigmoid colon was calculated at 1:156 (5). Malignant tumors should be suspected in patients with abdominal pain or rectal bleeding and a previous history of quiescent endometriosis, especially when the patient has received estrogen treatment (12). Primary colon carcinomas always involve the mucosa and are often associated with adenomatous changes or a neoplastic polyp in the adjacent epithelium. They extend from the mucosa through the intestinal wall until the serous surface or to the adjacent fat (12). In contrast, endometriosis, and the cancers it may harbor, most frequently involve the outermost layers of the intestine wall (occasionally associated with adhesions): the serous, sub-serous and muscularis propria, occasionally extending into the sub-mucosa (12). Generally useful characteristics that help distinguish neoplasia from intestinal endometriosis include the characteristic location within the intestinal wall with extensive mural involvement and less prominent changes in the mucosa, association with serositis or post-operative adhesions and the presence of small mural cysts or hemorrhaging (6).

ETIOLOGY

The etiology of EMT is complex and multifactorial. Several theories try to explain its physiopathology. The theory of retrograde menstruation proposed by Sampson in the 1920’s states that fragments of the endometrium disseminate. This is supported by the discovery of menstrual blood in the peritoneal liquid in 90% of healthy women with per-
before the intestinal obstruction from EMT. It is possible that the inflammatory response from these infectious entities could reactivate EMT causing an increase in lesions and triggering intestinal obstruction.

**DIAGNOSIS**

Currently, the “gold standard” for a definitive EMT diagnosis is visual laparoscopic inspection with histological confirmation. This also allows ablative and corrective treatment in the same surgical treatment (30). Colonoscopy with histology is rarely used to diagnose intestinal endometriosis, unless there are intraluminal lesions. It has low sensitivity except when there is evident compromise of the mucosa (31). However, it is the exam of choice for every patient with rectal bleeding, especially if bleeding is cyclical. It is the first exam performed on patients with rectal bleeding since it can exclude malignancies and other causes of bleeding, but it has a low sensitivity for diagnosing colorectal endometriosis (32). The most common finding is eccentric thickening of the wall followed by polypoid lesions. The histological diagnostic performance of endoscopic biopsies is high when lesions are accompanied by superficial nodules, and low when they are not present. This is probably due to the fact that involvement of the colon’s mucosa is rare (31). The colonoscopy and the biopsy performed on our patient showed no evidence of EMT. This correlates with what is described in the literature. Barium enemas with double contrast have been used to diagnose intestinal endometriosis (32, 33). The main limitation is the difficulty in differentiating intestinal endometriosis from other pathologies. Other limitations include the use of ionizing radiation in women during reproductive ages, the impossibility of estimating the degree of infiltration of the intestinal wall, and identification of extension to other pelvic organs (33). Endoscopic rectosigmoid ultrasonography is used to establish the depth of the EMT’s infiltration into the intestinal wall when performed prior to surgery. It is possible to distinguish between patients for whom intestinal resection is indicated and those that may be treated with laparoscopic surgery without entering the intestine (32). Preoperative magnetic resonance (MR), after cleaning the intestines allows a clear and anatomical delimitation of lesions in the sigmoidal colon and the rectum (33). The depth of infiltration of endometrial nodules in the intestinal wall cannot be precisely determined by an MRI (33). CAT scans and MRIs can reveal thickening of the intestinal wall, but they cannot provide a diagnosis of the tissue unless a directed biopsy is requested (30). Transvaginal echography has no value for diagnosing peritoneal endometriosis, but it is a useful tool for diagnosing and, excluding a diagnosis of, ovarian endometriosis (30). A multivariate analysis of four biomarkers (annexin V, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), CA-125 and cell adhesion molecule 1 (sICAM-1) or glycodelin) in plasma samples obtained during the menstrual phase can diagnose endometriosis which is undetectable through ultrasound. The sensitivity of this test is 81% to 90% and its specificity is 63% to 81%. (20)

**TREATMENT**

Treatment options consist primarily of medical therapy and surgical therapy (34, 35). Segmental laparoscopic resection of the rectum and sigmoid colon improve symptoms related to pain and meet the essential objective of treating intestinal endometriosis. Consequently, they significantly improve the patients’ quality of life (34, 35). The hormonal treatment for suppressing the ovarian function lasts 6 months and decreases the pain associated with endometriosis. The most frequently used hormonal medications are oral contraceptives, danazol, gestrinone, medroxyprogesterone acetate and agonists of gonadotropin-releasing hormone. They are equally efficient, but their secondary effects and cost profiles differ (30). Patients with obstructive symptoms from intestinal EMT should undergo surgical resection (4). Conservative surgery has shown benefits in women who wish to preserve their reproductive organs: out of 54 women who underwent conservative surgery, 23 became pregnant (11). When comparing laparoscopic colonic resection with laparotomy in patients with intestinal EMT, both options lead to similar symptomatic improvement after surgery, but those who underwent laparoscopic treatment had significantly lower rates of surgical complications and also had the highest rates of spontaneous pregnancy (7, 36).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Intestinal EMT is a pathology that should be clinically suspected in women at reproductive ages as a possible cause of diffuse abdominal pain, rectal bleeding and intestinal obstruction. Also, intestinal EMT can imitate or coexist with various gastrointestinal pathologies such as neoplasia, inflammatory intestinal disease and irritable bowel syndrome. Additional research needs to be done in order to determine the role that bacterial infections might have in this pathophysiology since the theoretical possibility exists that they might be related to the etiology itself or to reactivation of the inflammatory process that leads to EMT.
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